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Over the past year SS8 has conducted risk assessments (RAs) on live production networks for 
companies in key industries including critical infrastructure, retail and education, using its SS8 
BreachDetect platform. BreachDetect leverages technology used by the nation’s leading law 
enforcement and intelligence agencies to uncover digital footprints associated with suspects-of-
interest (SOI) to help enterprises uncover previously unknown threats posed by devices-of-interest. 

According to Verizon’s 2016 Data Breach Investigations Report, the average dwell time for undetected 
network breaches is more than 200 days. Meanwhile, the total consolidated cost of a data breach 
was at $4 million, according to the 2016 Cost of Data Breach Study, conducted by Ponemon Institute.

This report summarizes the top evasion and exfiltration techniques actively being used by attackers 
in the production networks we assessed in 2016. 

Executive Summary

The networks assessed by SS8 exhibited the presence of following evasion and exfiltration activity: 

100% displayed signs of traffic tunneling
100%  displayed signs of DNS-related exfiltration
100% had signs of malformed protocols in outbound traffic
77% had one or more devices beaconing out to a remote server 
70% had compromised non-essential devices on the network
65% had applications built on top of bittorrent platforms
30% were infected with audio-recording malware 

Enterprise Network Assessments Reveal Top Evasion and 
Exfiltration Techniques
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Risk Findings

100% DISPLAYED SIGNS OF TRAFFIC TUNNELING
A tunneling protocol allows access to a network service that the underlying network either does not 
support or does not directly provide. For example, tunneling can be used to run IPv6 protocols over IPv4.

Malicious actors can also use this process to create a tunnel between two remote computers, using 
ICMP echo requests and reply packets. These type of tunnels can be used to exfiltrate complete TCP 
traffic over ping requests and replies. Attackers can also use SSH tunnels to bypass firewalls that 
prohibit certain types of Internet services. Most security measures are unable to verify whether a 
protocol that claims to be Skype is truly carrying Skype traffic.

100% DISPLAYED SIGNS OF DNS-RELATED EXFILTRATION
The Domain Name System (DNS) is a crucial piece of the network infrastructure. However, it is easy 
to overlook its security vulnerabilities, as most organizations assume their DNS has been correctly 
configured and do not expect malicious traffic to travel over this protocol. As a result, many 
organizations are ill-prepared for DNS-based attacks.

A typical DNS configuration can be easy for attackers to exploit. For instance, if outbound traffic is 
permitted on Port 53, there may no checks in place to verify whether is going to a trusted source. DNS 
exploit attacks also often use UDP traffic, which is generally trusted by firewalls and other preventative 
security tools. As such, they are unlikely to detect data exfiltration over DNS.

100% HAD SIGNS OF MALFORMED PROTOCOLS IN OUTBOUND TRAFFIC
We are beginning to see an increase in malformed protocols, such as encrypted sessions without 
certificates. Using this evasion technique, the data remains encrypted, but the endpoint is not validated. 
This indicates the traffic, while encrypted, may not be going to the intended recipient. 

77% HAD ONE OR MORE DEVICES BEACONING OUT TO A REMOTE SERVER 
Compromised devices beaconing out to command & control servers can be exfiltrating data, 
downloading and installing more malware onto the network, or any combination of the above. 

70% HAD COMPROMISED NON-ESSENTIAL DEVICES ON THE NETWORK
Non-essential devices on the network include all “smart” devices with a web interface such as coffee 
makers, printers, cameras, TVs, etc. Most companies do not place these devices in a sandboxed network. 
These devices also lack built-in security, which makes them easy to compromise and gain access to the 
network. 

80% HAD APPLICATIONS BUILT ON TOP OF BITTORRENT PLATFORMS
Many attackers have been taking advantage of file-sharing applications such as bittorrent to hide 
applications in seemingly-innocuous downloads. For example, while an employee may be downloading 
something as harmless as an English-to-Arabic dictionary, the actual payload may be hiding a P2P 
protocol that is undetectable except through network traffic monitoring. Once the P2P protocol makes 
contact with a remote server, any traffic that goes back and forth is detectable.

30% WERE INFECTED WITH AUDIO-RECORDING MALWARE
In one third of risk assessments, malware was detected that uses an Internet-connected device’s 
microphone (if it has one) to eavesdrop and/or record conversations in real-time. This is similar to 
malware that hijacks webcams on laptops and desktops to capture login and other information. This 
type of attack is more common in the federal sector, where it can be especially harmful when used in 
state-sponsored attacks to gather intelligence.
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What to Expect in 2017

Increase in Encrypted communications - Law enforcement intelligence indicates that bad actors 
and terrorists are increasingly leveraging encrypted communications to hide collaboration and plotting 
of potentially malicious nation-state activity. This practice is migrating into the enterprise threat 
landscape. We expect to see an increase in the use of encrypted network communications to exploit 
infrastructure vulnerabilities and exfiltrate data out of an enterprise undetected.

Lateral Movement - East-to-West lateral movement and activity of attacks will accelerate within 
the coming year, whereby attackers penetrate the enterprise network at the ingress/egress point, but 
aggressively move laterally to avoid detection and seek out sensitive intellectual property or PII data 
that can ultimately be exfiltrated out of the organization.

Major Critical Infrastructure Attack - Many critical infrastructure entities and utilities (power grids) 
still control operations using legacy Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems that 
were never designed with security in mind or to be connected to the internet.  These systems measure 
frequency, voltage, and power at each sensor location. In today’s open networking environment, 
maintaining the traditional “air-gap”  between once-isolated SCADA networks and the outside world is 
virtually impossible. Most SCADA systems are theoretically “air gapped,” but not really disconnected 
from the network. In light of this, there are still ways for attackers to get around isolation, either 
because the systems are not set up properly, or via an accessible test link or bridged the Wi-Fi network, 
just to highlight a few examples.

Increase in Traffic Tunneling - Most security tools don’t analyze traffic at a deep enough level to 
confidently detect signs of tunneling. As such, traffic tunneling is likely to remain a popular way to 
infiltrate a network, as well as exfiltrate data.

About SS8

SS8 is a time machine for breach detection. SS8 applies today’s knowledge to history to find breaches 
now that you didn’t know about before. By generating, storing and analyzing months, and even years, 
of enriched intelligence from all communications flows, SS8 customers benefit from unprecedented 
content- and context-aware insights that allows them to find the threats that matter most. SS8 is 
trusted by six of the world’s largest intelligence agencies, five of the ten largest communications 
providers and two of the world’s largest critical infrastructure entities. 


